Partner Database Modules for Aptean GenomeQuest

Extending GenomeQuest's leadership as the premier platform for integrated sequence search

Aptean GenomeQuest’s extensive coverage of intellectual property (IP) sequence content, along with its powerful search and reporting system, have long set it apart in the industry. The GenomeQuest GQ-Pat database contains over 412 million IP sequences and nearly one million patent documents from 70 different authorities – including full text claims, bibliographic information, legal statuses, and more.

In addition to its GQ-Pat database, GenomeQuest also offers access to industry-standard sequence database content from our partners Clarivate and CAS®. The Clarivate GENESEQ™ Module and CAS Biosequences™ Module give you direct access to these highly-regarded sequence databases through the GenomeQuest interface, enabling combined searching, screening, analysis, and reporting.

The result? A uniquely comprehensive and efficient “one-stop” IP sequence search solution.

- **Clarivate GENESEQ Module** – Get access to GENESEQ’s database of over 42 million patent sequences from over 350,000 unique patent families, with content dating back to the 1980s. GENESEQ contains unique sequences disclosed in images and adds detailed annotations, cross-references to Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI), and manually-enhanced patent titles and abstracts to bibliographic data from over 47 patent issuing authorities.

- **CAS Biosequences Module** – Get access to CAS’s broad content curated by expert scientists, including nearly 51 million patent and non-patent sequence records from journals, patents, and conference proceedings. The CAS Biosequences offering includes detailed sequence indexing (including expansion of some variant sequences) as well as text annotations reflecting chemical modifications, roles, and synonyms.

- **Premier Content Package** – Take your searches to the next level with access to both Clarivate GENESEQ and CAS Biosequences. With the Premier Content Package, you can search the GQ-Pat, GENESEQ, and CAS Biosequences databases simultaneously – and produce a combined, integrated report – in record time.

*Separate content and platform licenses required*
Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management, and compliance solutions. In today's fast-paced, highly competitive economy, organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.